Memorial Day Law Day 5 K Run/Walk
Willmar, MN
USATF #MN-08 -RR
Expires 2018

1 Mile
13'2.5" W of speed bump to nail

2 Mile
51'7" W of concrete base of 15' high yellow post by highway to nail

2 Mile
Cross grass to trail

3 Mile
31'1" from closest fence post SE to nail

Runners have full use of the road & trail. When on pavement stay on it– including corners.

= coned area to keep runners on pavement.

START
even with 10th inside flagpole from parking lot. 12th pavement section SE of monument.

Turnaround
50' from SW bottom of brick sign

55'10" from S end of picnic shelter

Boat landing/lot
Closest to swim area

2 Mile
Yellow post

3 Mile
Cone to keep on pavement

FINISH
81'3 from NE corner of picnic shelter & 51'2" from NE corner of nearest sidewalk to nail in pavement

FINISH
Parking lot

Boat launch & parking lot

Boat landing/lot

Boat landing/lot

FINISH
Cone to keep on pavement

START
Even with 10th inside flagpole from parking lot. 12th pavement section SE of monument.

Flags of Honor Memorial

Hwy 71/23

Robbins Island

Willmar Lake

Ella Ave

Hwy 71/23

Ella Ave

Parking lot

Green electric box

Parking lot

Parking lot

31'1" from closest fence post SE to nail

81'3 from NE corner of picnic shelter & 51'2" from NE corner of nearest sidewalk to nail in pavement

Ella Ave

Thompson Park

Turnaround
50' from SW bottom of brick sign

55'10" from S end of picnic shelter